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About This Game

Ants is an especially challenging game of skill where you have to solve diverse and interesting puzzles that can be solved by
using the different tools you get on each stage. Note that each level has a unique solution and you will have to find it by using

previous and current stage clues. A correct solution will lead you to the next level and so on until getting to a complete solution
and finishing the game.

Inspired By Lemmings!

That morning there were no signs of trouble. Ants were working peacefully, when the storm suddenly rose and carried them far
away.

Now, the ants have to find their way back home, through all obstacles and dangers.
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They have all the necessary equipment in order to:
- Climb the walls

- Sail through waters
- Build tunnels

- Skydive
- Dig the pits

- Run through mazes

But to get back home poor ants will need to use the equipment wisely. And now you are the only one who can help them.
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Title: Ants! Mission of the salvation
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
SteelSeed
Publisher:
Starwind Games
Release Date: 25 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Celeron or AMD Athlon II X2/A-series

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Graphics 3000 or later, any NVidia/AMD card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Built-in sound card

English
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This was a game that truly surprised me, both in terms of story and gameplay experience. I wasn't sure what to expect going in,
but upon finishing I was left with a feeling of amazement. The developer has really worked some magic; weaving a deep,
emotional story, utilizing simple mechanics in challenging ways, and creating a lush and vibrant environnment from simple
means.

This is the most difficult game I've played this year. Death is around every corner, plenty of "bad ends" to encounter. Near the
beginning, I wanted to give up in sheer frustration several times (so happy I didn't)--but I always found myself coming back and
trying again. There are no healing items, and you have only a few hitpoints to last you throughout the game itself. Seems harsh,
but it feels right. As I played on, I wouldn't have it any other way. This game encourages you to learn from your mistakes and
put thought into every move you make. There are no unimportant decisions, everything has an impact. Sometimes...you choose
wrong, and you are helpless (or dead). Lends a sense of weight and realism to the survival aspect of the game. Making it through
to the end feels like a real accomplishment.

One of my absolute favorite things about the game is in its design. MEMENTO probably has some of the most original enemy
designs I have ever seen. I love the juxtaposition of the organic and the military. The cutscenes, although brief, are breathtaking
in their simplicity. With several endings and secrets to discover, there's replayability. MEMENTO has a style entirely its own. I
am already looking for more from the developer, and I can't wait to see what comes next!. I made a full game walkthrough for
you to check out: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ov65Bc7fW1I

This game is a huge experience with a really rich story, if you like to read and to dig down into a story, this is just the right game
for you.
The graphics, the atmosphere in this game is just excellent and i loved how they have made it look so beautiful.
Theres a few (scary) scenes, but its only really soft horror and i liked it.

If you're not into a rich story with lot of things to read, this is not the game for you.

Thanks for reading my review!. I got this game for less than a dollar, and even for that price this game is abysmal. Lazy
controls, awful music, and boring, repetitive level design make Pixel Hunter a game worth less than 49 cents. Also, the original
version of this game is a mobile app. Look it up and you'll find the exact same game but with spammy ads that extort you into
watching them by threatening to restart your progress in a level. 1/10, I'm ashamed to have PIxel Hunter in my library.. Great
game, too bad I found it when the community died and it became free. I remember 1-2 years ago, I played it....and then I
became an Ace. I start playing again, and I can't fly like I once did, doge fighting galore. RIP Healing Bot

I may never get you once more.... can you fix the game wher you cant touvh the teeth? i cant pass a mission because they cant be
♥♥♥♥ing touched
. 1/1 Very Easy Chieves xD. Jokes aside, it fires a missile made of fork like objects that works similar to charged bullet.
. Solid Dungeon Crawler. Obviously a garage made product, but solid.
Levelup is disappointing.
Legend of Grimrock still is better.
9,99 Euros is too much.
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Mixed feelings how to rate the product but giving thumbs up to encourage devs.
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Handles a lot better than I expected it to. Driving it sort of reminds me of the Marauder for those who haven't used it yet.

Very detailed body design and the motors at the back of the car rotate and change direction as you accelerate and reverse.. imj
nair buccaneers uyyou have to play a game of battleships in the sky vs asome COLOMGS ** VIKING S AAND &
BUCCCNANERS...
t owin game u are in charge of fly to ship or to shoot to cannon in

los of people r gonna love ir baby. Dirt Rally was a great game, Dirt Rally 2.0 is a better one.

This is a niche genre of games most developers aren't interested in making. Even the official WRC developers don't bother
making their games any good. If you are someone who enjoys rally games, and wants to see them continue to be produced in
future, you should support the people making the effort to do so. This game has been made with passion and attention to detail
and the complaints people have had have been listened to, and acted on.

There are a few people on here giving a negative review despite not only continuing to play the game, but playing hundreds of
hours of it. They are having a good time, and if you allow their dishonest reviews to dissuade you from buying the game, you are
allowing them to cheat you out of that same good experience.

Other people gave a negative review based on minor inconveniences like an online connection requirement, claiming you lose all
progress if there is a connection issue. That's not true. There were some stability issues at launch (which I'm sure you know is
pretty normal) and they are very rare now. In the unlikely event that an issue does occur, you don't lose any cars, you don't lose
any in game cash, or upgrades to cars or your team, all that happens is you need to start your current career season (which is
comprised of 6 events) over again, and you will still be at the same difficulty rank you were at. Obviously that's not ideal, but it's
not the end of the world either. Maybe it's a deal breaker for you, but at least you can make an informed decision now. For
reference, in 500 hours of game time it has happened to me once near the start, and not recently.

Some people didn't like the force feedback, some say it only has center spring, which is ludicrous. If that is the case for anyone,
they have another issue that is keeping them from experiencing the force feedback of the game, because when it's working, as it
always has for me, it's better than Dirt Rally force feedback. However, it was missing some road vibration that some people
wanted to feel and has since been updated to include it, so hopefully those people will update their reviews, but they have
probably moved on, and you are left making a decision based on old information.

Since the physics are updated, a lot of people requested that old locations be remastered and included in this game. Some people
don't like that idea, and certainly would have complained if these locations were reused in the base game, so they are optional
DLC content. If you don't want them, you don't need to buy them. I personally wanted them and have found them to be a big
improvement. This is also presumably why Sweden wasn't included in the base game. It's the traditional snow rally, but its
inclusion in the base game would have meant people were paying for a remastered event. It's available now as a standalone DLC
for people that want a snow rally.

If any of these issues are enough to put you off buying the game, that's your choice, but I love this game and I don't think the
current reviews accurately reflect how good it is. I also want to support and encourage rally game development, because I don't
want to go back to another 15 years of modded Richard Burns Rally. It was amazing in its time but this is better.

. Just shooting. One of the only Nancy Drew games I don't like. The puzzles are tedious and the storyline is downright
ridiculous. The story is sooooo boring that they had to throw in chemical spills, jetpacks, and a love triangle between three
characters at an attempt to make it interesting. I am glad I got this in a bundle or I would have gotten a refund.. You might tell
that i only played like 50 mins and i can't write a review for this reason but this is another kind of game you can understand in
like 5 mins. I played 2 campaigns and i have to say that its pretty hard at the beggining, you can lose pretty easily. I liked this
game a lot and it was pretty interesting, some of you might tell that is repeating but i can't really say that because you can try a
LOT and LOT and LOT of different ways and strategics to play and finish that game!! <3

TAAAAAAAAAN!!!!
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